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Abstract
A set of relatively high resolution three-dimensional ,3D) simulations were produced _o
investigate the triggering of moist convection b\ landscape generated mesoscale circl:-
larions. The local accumulated rainfall varied mop.o_onicallv ,linearly) with _he size of
individual landscape patches, demol_strating the need to develop a trigger functio_ that
is sensitive to the size of individual patches. A new triggering function that includes the
effect of landscape generated mesoscale circulations over patches of different sizes con-
sists of a parcel's perturbation in vertical velocity iu'_,), temperature (0_). and moisture
(q_). Each variable in the triggering function was also sensitive to soil moisture gradi-
ents. atmospheric initial conditions, and moist processes. The parcel's vertical velocit\.
temperature, and moisture perturbation were partitioned into mesoscale and turbulel_l
components. Budget equations were derived for 8_ and go. Of many terms in this set of
budget equations, the turbulent, vertical flux of the mesoscale temperature and moisture
contributed most to the triggering of moist convection through the impact of these fluxes
on the parcel's temperature and moisture profile. These fluxes needed to be para.me_er-
ized to obtain 80 and q_.. The mesoscale vertical velocity also affected the profile of ,' .
\Ve used similarity theory to parameterize these fluxes, as well as the parceIs mesoscale
vertical velocity.
1 Introduction
Analysis of observational data and simulation resuhs obtained over heterogeneous land
surfa.ces can reveal both turbulent and mesoscale processes. For example, turbuleur ed-
dies can be superimposed upon mesoscale circulations that are generated by landscape
discontinuities iZ.Mahrt. 1!}87, Bailing. 1988, Segal el a/. 1959: Smith et a/.. 1.992: .klahrl
et al., 1994: Chen and Avissar. 1994: Pielke et al., 199T: \idale et aL. 1997: k\nn et _/.,
!998). These mesoscale circulations generate sea-breeze-like fronts, which can be asso-
dated with relatively large vertical velocity, temperature, and moisture perturbations.
Studies with numerical models and some observational results have shown that ti_ese
sea-breeze-like fronts produce both shallow and deep convection i e.g.. ('hen a1_d .-_Vi_sa_..
!994: Cutrim et al. '- ""!9%. Avissar and Liu. 1996: Lynn et aL. 1998i.
In the past. parameteriza.tions of atmospheric moist processes have been de\eloped
by dividing curnuIus clouds into two groups, non-precipitating and precipitating (Frank.
1983). The former are shallow clouds that have a vertical depth of about 3 kin. while
precipitating clouds ex_end verticalt\ into the middle- and upper-troposphere, and of:,_n
form in very unstable atmospheres ,Zawadzki e* al.. 1981 Frank. 1953). Paraniete:i:_a-
tions of shallow clouds usualh' assume *hat these clouds are triggered by Rayleigi>B6nald
convective instability iZt.e., turbulent-scale processes (XVetzel and Boone. 1995)). Param-
eterizations of deep clouds, for the most part. relate the triggering of these clouds to
large scale forcings, e.#.. the magnitude of the grid-scale moisture convergence (Kain and
Fritsch, 1992).
Rogers and Fritsch !1996) discuss a relatively new type of triggering func_iop, _h_,*
includes the impact of landscape generated mesoscale circulations on the _riggering vari-
ables. They estimate _he magnbude of the largest subgrid-scale verlicat \eloci_y i)_,,,_ur-
bation originating in each laver, and then catculat, e whether this perturbation is s_rong
enough to overcome the total grid- resohable negative inhibition between the source laver
and the level of free cop.vec_ion. The work of Rogers and Fri_sch (19.q(:il is an iml)or_a_
step in the process of de\elophig a cumulus parame_erhation 1hal is sensil;ve Io :}je
scale of xhe surface he_eroge_ei_',. Howe\'er. the\ ignore subgrid-scale lenq]_e"alurt- a:_d
moislure perturbations forcedby lhe ]andscapeheterogeneity.
Here. we use a high resolution cloud resolving model to simulate the atnlospb.eric _,'-
sponse to heating of landscape patches (described in Section "27!. The purpose is mu]tifc,]d:
i i To suggest a new approach to the triggering of landscape generated moist convec_io_J.
and ill to identify an appropriate set of triggering variables. (iii! Analyze the impacl of
landscape and atmospheric forcings on the triggering variables, and ix) show tha_ _1>
_riggering variables relate well _o the distribution of rainfall, v/ Obtain mesoscale a:_,i
turbulent components from the high resolution simulated data. and vi) calculate vari-
ous flux terms in budget equations for the parcel's temperature and moisture. Then. _o
address the closure problem, an analysis of terms in budget equations shows which of
the terms in these equations need to be parameterized. Finally. vii) Develop a parame-
terization for these terms, as well as the mesoscate contribution to the parce/'¢ ve:'rica!
\eiocit\. These subjects are discussion iu Section :3. A summary and conclusion is p:,,s<_
in Section 4.
2 Method
2.1 Numerical Model
A data set derived from observations tha!" could be used for a study of the type prese:_;,.,i
here does nor exist. Such a stud\ requires very high resolution data over a relari\eI\
large area Ii000 km 2 i. Fortunat.ely. recent improvements in computer power have made
possible a large number of high resolution model simulations. Some of these simulations
have been applied to the study of convective processes over heterogeneous land surfaces
[Nichols et af.. 1991" Chen and Avissar. 1994: Doran and Zhong. 1995: Fankauser ct i:/..
19!a5: A\issar and Liu. 1996: Lynn eta/.. 1998). Still. we note that observations like _!_o_'
wirt7 aircraft ,e.g.. Young. 19S7. 19S8: Finkele et al.. 199.5: .\lahrt et a/.. 1994: Se]le:_ ,t
a/.. 1995) ant Doppler radar _Houze. 19_9) can provide the dat.a required to \erifv i::o,:iel
derived resuIts and parameterizations.
The model used in this study is _he Goddard Cumulus Ensemble _Iodel , GCE: Tat
and Simpsor.. i993,. Briefl\. *he Rutledge and Hobbs {19S4! sct_eme was use,:] he:e _(,
parameterize c',oud microprocesses: the model uses a prognostic equation for _he _uz!.,uie;.._
kinetic energy based on work b\ Deardorff (1975), Klemp and V_ilhelmson i 1978!. a;_cI
>o._,,_a..d,," O_u:__, !9S0, .:_d _i> model includes PLA('E ,Parameteriz_Tio_%r I._, ,_,-
.a,;w_osl)here Co::\ec_i\e Excha.nge). described b\ \,Vetzel and Boolie ( 1!-t95,.
2.2 Experimental Domain
The experimenra: domain had a 250×250 m e horizontal grid resolution xxitl_ perio, li,"
lateral boundary conditions, and a stretched vertical coordinate isee Tabie! for m,,re
details). Each simulation was run for 12 hours whh a time step of.5 _econds. i-}>.
to_al domain size was .312 grid-elements in the west-to-east direction (or 12S kin) and :_:2
grid-elements in :he north-to-south direction (8 kin).
Two soundings on July 27 th, 1991. one located on the east coast and one located ula
the west coast of Florida. were taken from CaPE (the Convection and Electrification Ex-
periment'_ They were averaged to obtain a mean sounding for an eas*-wes: cross sec_io>.
over the peninsula at 6 LST !Fig. 1 !. The sounding had a small initial convective avail-
able poten_iaI e:_ergy i CAPE) 2 of 740 k.J kg -1. but a relatively low lifting condensa_ ioi_
level pressure tan LCL of 1010 mb with a surface pressure of 1015 rob}. low level of free
convection ,LLFC: 839 rob). and high equilibrium level (EL: 190 rob). The vertical profile
of the u-componen_ of the wind is shown in Fig. lb (the v-component was set equal _o
zero simply because we would expect it to have no important effect on _he de\elot_i_',,:
mesoscate circuia_ions in _he "'truncated" north-to-somh domain used he:ei. The _peed
of _he u wind iu the lower troposphere is small enough to allow for the developm<_
of landscape generated mesoscaIe circulations, but. large enough to affec_ this develop-
ment {see betow'), l_'pon moistening of the planetary boundary laver (PBL). the iniria.!
sounding was conducive to the development of deep moist convection.
\\e initialized the numerical model with a uniformly distributed homogeneous w.,:-
etation consiszin_ of a broad-leaf and coniferous forest. The stomatal resistar_ceof_he
ve__eTa"_ion "-_.- a stron_ function of soil moisture in the root zone. For this reason. _}!e
soil moisture of sandy-clay-loam was chosen to "'control" the surface distribu*ion of laird
surface fluxes, leading to the generation of mesoscale circulations in our simulated de,-
mains. The nrocess by which landscape circulations are generated by contras_ine pa:ch(.s
of we; and ,---v <round has },e<l described in derail by Pielke et a/. ,:199! i. A\issa:" a:_,i
:'THe CAPE wa., caicula_ed using a mixed layer depth from the land surface *o 50(, m
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('ten I1993i. and Lynn _t rfl. !1!1!_.5a*. \Ve wil!not dis"_lss this further and ;he reader is
referred to these papers for further details.
Seven land surface domains were used here to provide the surface boundary conditions.
In each. there were (different) alternating distributions of patches of dry and wet ground.
In the dr3 ground, the volumetric soil moisture was chosen ;o be lOtff of the fractJoll of.
_he difference between field capacity and wilting point :3. Here. this corresponds to a soil
moisture, f)_i = 0.153. In the wet ground, this fraction was sm at 90c,E of field capacib
(_)_,,= 0.28"2). Superimposed on each grid element was a random value of volumetric soil
wetness, r. which was -0.02 < r < 0.02. Land surface patches with 6)_: = 0.153 are
referred to as "dry patches." while land surface patches with t_, = 0.282 are referred to
as "'wet patches."
Four of the seven domains are shown in Fig. "2. and are labeled Domain 1 - Domail_ 4.
In the main body of :he text. we discuss in detail only result, s from Domain 1 and
Domain 3, while in the Appendix we also refer to Domains 2 and 4, In Domain l, there
is a 64 km dry patch surrounded by two :32 km wet patches. Because the domain is
periodic, there is actually a 64 km dry patch and 64 km wet patch in this domain. Note.
the patches within the domains vary only in the west-to-east direction. In comparison.
there were a number of differently sized dry patches in Domain 3. They are (left _o
right) 7..5 kin. 4 kin. 16 kin. 4 kin. 8 kin. 20 kin. and 4 km in length. Domaixi 2
contains patches of intermediate size. while Domain -t contains very small patches..x
summary of all domains used in this study is in Table 3. All domains are idealized
representations of those that occur m situ. Still, the range of idealized domains chosen
provides useful simulation results from which to draw conclusions about the potential
impact of ir_ .situ landscape discontinuities on moist convection. In facT. the simula_,,!
impact of the landscape on the organized mesosca.le flow was similar to that of \Vang _/
al. 11998), who used a statistical para.meterization of the land surface heterogeneity.
aWilting point is the moisture cont.ent corresponding to ma_ric potential of-1.5 bar. i_ is close to the
volumet, ric water content at which plants can no-longer extract water from ti_e soil. The field capacit3 is
the volumetric wafer con_ent corresponding t.o a balance that occurs in wet soil betwee_ diffusion Iup!
and gravit.at on ai drainage (down).
2.3 Numerical Experiments
There were a number of experiments produced for this work. Seven simulation.* wcr,,
produced using domains of various sizes with moist processes "'turned on" qExp. lw -
Exp. 7w). These simulations were produced with the observed temperature and moisture
so_lndin_, and a background, westerIv wind (constant with height! of 0.5 m _-1. Four
more simulations were produced with the observed so_'nding, including the observed wiu,t
profile shown in Fig. ib (Exp. 8w - Exp. llw). Two simulations were produced using
Domains 1 and 3. but with moist processes "turned off" and the constant background
wind (Exp. l, and Exp. 2). We produced two additional simulations with moist processes
turned off and the observed wind sounding shown in Fig. l b {Exp. 3 and Exp. 4). By the
phrase turned-on, we mean that clouds were allowed to form when modeI%rid elements
reached supersaturation. B\ turned-off, we mean _ha_ no clouds were allowed to forni i_
_he simula_ed domain, and the atmosphere was allowed to super-satura.te. Six addizio_ml
simulations were produced with various initial boundary conditions. The reader can refer
to Table 3 for more de_ails.
2.4 Budget Equations
A':\ model variable o can be separated into a resolved and sub-resolvable compon<Jl
o=o+o_ Ilt
where the o represents the grid-scale, horizontal average at the large scale (i. e.. regional-
or global-scale), and o, is the perturbation superimposed on it. We seek to develop
a parameterization that can be used in regional- and global-scale atmospheric models.
Thus. we assume that the flow component, o,. includes all motions on scales smaller thaJ_
the synoptic flow.
\Ve find it useful to decompose o, into mesoscale, o'. turbulent large eddy. o". and
turbulent small eddy. o'". components. Thus.
• ' 0_1 0 t"
Observations suggest that small, tu:bu]e::t eddies have horizontal length scales of a})o_ll
50 m. while turbulent large eddies have horizontal length sale of about 1 - 1.5 _imes
the boundary laver heZCht4H: Hardy and Ottersten. 19(:;9:I<oi::ad. 1!)70:IZaima] ,1 ,l..
1976: Caughey and Palmer. 1979: Taconet and \Veill. 198:]!. Tile time-scale of these
turl)ulent circulations is less than an hour. In comparison, mesoscale circulations have
spatial scab of about 10 km- 200 kin. and time-scale 50 rain - 1 day {e.g.. Stull. 19S$:
\idale e! a[.. 1997). Note. the decomposition of phi_ is independent of the grid-sca]e of
the cloud resolving model.
x,\e also assume that
and
O= 0 ,-rO'÷O" ,-+-O" (3
(o)= +o'+o"+o'" =o i4i
where the angle brackets () indicate an average of the variable o (and its components i
at the grid-scale of a regional- or global-scale a.tmospheric model.
If the flow is one-dimensional, the variables, o. o'. o". and o"' can be formalh defined
from a discrete fourier u'ansform {e..9.. Walker. 1988) as:
such that:
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Here..Vo,_: has a value that results in a filtering of both the large and small turbu]en_
eddies from the data (i.e... the wavenumber/q/.kzr - 1.SH/_X_\" {where __k.r is the grid-
_ i O 1"spacing in the numerical model)). The field remaining after filtering is o-r from
which o' can be simpi) calculated. Likewise. the large eddies are found through _i_e
specification Of an appropriate value for -\'o"-i (i.e...50 m/_k:c,. In this case. the fields
~
remaining would be o" o' -- o'. Given both o and o'. o" can also be calculated.
To produce budget equations for O._ and q_. we write a simplified equation for th,'
perturbation o_. ignoring molecular diffusion t S_ulI, I!6!_,,.
_)o_ _)o_ 8)o P)o_ _<i:)u_o,> lOj
\Ve then rewrite in flux form (we ignore horizontal advectiot_ of subgrid-scale quaml_ i_,_
because we assume that circulatiol;S _enerated by patches are contained within <-ach
grid-element of the hosting model: fie.. the regional- or global-scale model i:
\Ve then expand each term {but the first and last _ hv substituting for oz. \Ve have:
8_Z'o_ t)d'o' 8tFo" 8£o'"
- ÷
8: O: _: 8:
12
-- .4- '.
8: a: 8: 8:
13
8t_',o, _)u'" o' t)u'" o"
c% P): _:
t.," 0
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Finally, we can use the above equations to obtain 8_ and qo- that is. a tri_gerin_
parcels potential temperature and specific humidity. This is done by substituting 6__and
then q) for o. and then a\era_ing the equation for 8:, and then go) over _he area of a
parcel. Not.e.
oo = 7 + 7 - o'''---= _16i
where the superscripff' indicates an average over _he area of the parcel.
3 Results
3.1 A New Approach To tile Triggering Problem
In our opinion, two approaches have been suggested for triggering moist con\ecrion o\er
heterogeneous land surface patches. The first approach assumes that the largest patch
within a grid-scale domain produces the biggest sub-grid scale perturbations orio_:inali_g
within each source laver (Rogers and Fritsch. 1996). The second approach, as suggested
,_ that the size of the subgrid-scale perturbations shouldb\" Lynn et al. (199_t. assumes
vary proportionally with the average size of the patches. In both, bigger patches should
produce more rainfall than smaller patches because the perturbations over the former
are larger than over the latter.
Landscape dry patches heat the overlying atmosphere more than wet pa:ches heat
the overlying atmosphere. As a resulI, the atmospheric pressu"e drops over _he d:-.v pa_c]_
and mesoscale circulations can form on either side of the dry pa_ch. These circulations
moved inward over the dry pat_ch. In our simulations, mesoscale circulations occuring
over individual dry patches produced rainfall over these patches. This rainfall occurred
usually between 10 and 14 LST.
\Ve calculated the total accumulated rainfall from the simulations described in Table 3.
\Ve did so by integrating over the whole domain in time and space. A linear interpolation
was then performed and the slope, y-intercept, and regression coefficient were obtained.
Tile relationship between the domain averaged (accumulated) rainfall and average patch
size was not monotonic (Table 4). We obtained similar results even when we used the
largest patch size within each domain, instead of the average patch size. Thus. neither the
first or second approach would appear to well represent the rainfall that can be _ri_gered
by landscape patches.
The reason that rainfall is not monotonic with average patch size is simple, and c'a:_
be explained by two examples, shown in Fig. 3a (Exp. lw) and Fig. 3c (Exp. -lw,. After
examining such figures, we can conclude that rainfall and its duration increase ui_h
increasing pa_ch size 2. However. isolaled rain clusters can occur even over small pa:ci_es.
_The forcing by the band surface depends upon the difference in heat flux between _he wet ai_d
dr3 patches. Here. this difference at the _ime of rainfall formation was about 100 W m-='. which ¢alJ
typically occur between different vegetation surfaces or in response t.o soil moisture differen,-es _e.g.. Sun
_nd Me.hrt. 1994)
and ,:!omalns(suchas Domain 2, wit[: small _)atchescan have morepatche- ,all,:] h<_c,'
morerainfa]] "'clusters", than domainswith [argepatchesi suchasDomain ]i. Thu_. t]J,.
don:ainaccumulatedrainfa]I is a function of both patch sizeand patch number.
[_ may beobvious to the readerthat accumulatedrainfall dependsupon both patch
sizeandpatch number:but it might not beobvioushowto proceedin the de\elopmen,'of a
triggering function. However. the :esuhs show a simple, linear relationship ]>elween patch
size and accumulated rainfall over md_.idual patches {Fig. 4). In fact. the corre]atiol_
coe_cient was 0.99.
The modeled relationship between rainfall and individual patch size can be explaip.ed
by re:'erence to linear theory. In the absence of a background wind. linear theory has
been used to simulate the coarse features of mesoscale circulations. Dalu et (z,,'. i1991 !
have shown that the intensity of the flow increases proportionally with increasing parch
size. :'or patches of size less than the local !Rossbv radius of deformation.
Figures 3b emd ad show that the background wind profile can affect the development
of rainfall over patches. .% background wind increases turbulent dissipation, reducil,g.
quite substantially, the generation of landscape generated rainfall over small patches. At
the same time. a synoptic wind fl'om a warmer to a colder surface can strengthe:_ the
horizontal temperature g,adient - provided, however, that the patch size is ]a:'ge eno::g]_
and _]:e synoptic wind is ]ess than a critical value- e..o...5 m s -I I Pielke. ]!)54_. T]_u:.
,ai__faZ over one side of the patch can increase in the presence of a background wind.
as shc, wn in Fig. 3b. Thus. the distribution over indi\idua.1 patches, such as in Exp. 8w
( Domain 1 }. can be qui*e as vmmetric, suggesting the need to represent a muhiple of cloud
populazions over such patches• Still. the correlation coe_cient for the set of experiments
!Exp. 5",v - Exp. llw) was 0.9.5.
Note. the model had cyclic boundary conditions. It seems c]ear that some of :]J_,
rain occurred over The small dry pa_ches relatively late in the simulation I7,ecause (,f
the boundary conditions. This was because some of the convective cells crossed _]_e
right boundary and reentered the domain on the left side. Had we used oi)e1_ boundary
conditions, the regression coefficient would likle) have been even higher tha_l ot:,tai:,ed
h ere.
The ._gh correlation coe_cien,' ]_l t-,o_h cases ,_ugoe< _ the \al]dit\ of a third apl)r,7,ac]_
• C? .....
A more realistic approach to *he pro]-,lem would be to develop a trigger fuii<]oi_ :,, ],_
applied re multiple, individual patches, whose associated variables would depend _ll_on
pal ch size land atmospheric background conditions). The domain a.vera_ed qua_l_i_ie>
could then be obtained from a cloud model as the integral over the domain of lhe regional-
or global-scale atmospheric model of cloud related variables occurring over individual
parches.
3.2 Definition of Triggering Variables
.-ks noted above. Rogers and Fritsch (1996) recognized that sea-breeze-like fronts as-
sociated with landscape generated mesoscale circulations can have parcels with strong
(upward) vertical velocity. They empirically relate the size of the patches to the vertical
\elocitv of the parcel, and use this velocity in their triggering function.
To identify an appropriate set of triggering variables that could be used in a nov,:
triggering function, we examined modeled atmospheric fields at various times during _]n"
model simulations. These atmospheric fields were the modeled perturbation fields of hof
izontal wind (u_), vertical velocity (u'_). potential temperature (0,). and specific humidity
(q_). Our analysis indica.ted, like that of Rogers and Fritsch (1996). that the most robus_
parcels occur in parcels along sea-breeze like fronts. However. it also showed tha_ _l_e
temperature and moisture of these parcels can be different than the gr]d-scale. Fhu<.
\ertical velocity, temperature, and moisture affected the triggering of mois_ convection.
For this reason, we propose a trigger function that includes the vertical profiles of
velocity !-tL_) as well as potential temperature (8o) and specific humidity (qo). Here. the
subscript zero means that the triggering variables refer to parcels moving along sea-breeze
like fronts t note. the parcel is an area average of the subgrid-scale perturbations). It seems
evident that a trigger function that uses each of these variables has the advantage tha_ i_
provides the information required zo de_ermine if triggering of moist convection should
occur, without refering to a:_ inhibition energy (Rogers and Fritsch. 1996) or empirical
relationships between the grid-scale and subgrid-scale (Fritsch and Chappell. 19S0) 5_i11.
out approach is similar to Fri.sch and Chappell (1980) and Rogers and Fritsch (1996i.
in that we seek to relate sub,rid-scale properties to the triggering of moist convection.
This trigger function would be used as follows: ill The parceI's _emperature an,_
moisture would be used to ca_cu,ate if saturation occurs on the subgrid-scaJe. In addilion.
the initial vertical veloci_v of _his parcel at the level of saturation would be used 1o more
!0
r_alisricall\ initialize a parcels asc_nr, ii) Like Fritsch and C'happelI(1980'!.The parc_ ]
would ascendupward becauseit is buo\ant: if it reaciles its !eveI of free conveclioT_.
then convectionwould occur. Note. tile triggering variables havea vertical profile _ha_
ex_endsfrom the surface to the top of the PBL. Thus the parcel would grow into an
"'environment"that could be quite different (more moist and cool) than the grid-scale.
The other schemesdo not includea vertical dependencein the subgrid-scale variable_.
To obtain, u'_(.:l. 6)_(:). and q_(-; for each dry patch, we first identified the location
of the largest moisture perturbation along each front over each side of the patch. This
became the center of our parcel for each frontal boundary. \Ve then averaged u',. 8_. and
q, over surrounding grid-elements, to obtain parcels of square area (square areas were
chosen here. rather than circular areas, out of conveniences.
\Ve examined the relationship between parcel size and the magnitude of the triggerine
variables. Figure 5 shows tha_ there exists a strong sensitivity to the size of 1he paro_-,].
bu_ when the parcel size is either 10.6 or t8.1 km _'. its vertical profiles resemble those of
the surrounding PBL (not shown). For our purposes, we chose the averaging size t.o be
four grid elements, or a parcel of size 5.t km 2 (9×9 grid-elements). This size is consislen,,
with the area of observed cloud bases, and _hose utilized in cumulus convection scheme.,,.
3.3 Impact of Initial Conditions on Triggering Variables
\\e utilized a number of simulations with moist processes turned off. t.o study the del)en-
dence of _he vervical profiles of _he _riggering variables on initial conditions.
3.3.1 Sensitivity To Patch Size and Background W'ind
In Exps. lw and 4w. the rainfall occurred most intensely over bigger patches than small
parches. To see why. we examined the triggering variables obtained with the same pa_ch
sizes, but with moist processes zurned off (Exp. 1 and Exp. "2_. \Vhen we averaged *h, _
triggering variables in Exp. 1 and Exp. 2 over this time period, we no, ed that. for *he
most part. the triggering variables over patches of different sizes had similar magni*ucl_
iFig. 6). Yet. differences were obtained in rainfall over the differertt patches. ('tearlv. l}_e
\er_ica] depth of _he _ri__rin_ variables had arl impa.c_ on rainfall. This ve;_ica] ctei_:}_
reflects the re!a_ive robuslness of the mesoscale circulations over each pa_clJ.
11
in Exp. Swand 11w. the hackgro_mdwind !,_.. _heobservedsoundiu,_,i had _t:'o_
effectonrainfall. To seewh\. weexamined results from Exp. 3 and 4. ui_ich ha\e tl_¢
_amepatch sizesas Exp. 4w and llw. but moist processeswere turned off. Figure 7
showsthe vertical profilesof the triggering variablesalong the downwindsideof eachdry
parch (also between 10 - 14 LST). We show these profiles, rather than the profiles on
the upwind side of the patches because rainfall was most intense along _his side of th, _
various patches. In this case. both the magnitude and vertical depth of the trigge:'ina
variables depended upon patch size.
A background wind increases the turbulent dissipation of the atmospheric gradient in
temperature between the dry and wet patches. Over small patches, this dissipation was
sufficient to reduce the magnitude of the triggering variables, even over _he downwiud
side of each patch. Thus. in Exp. l lw. the peak values ofrainfaIi over the s;_,aller patche,
ue,e much less than in Fi_. 4w.
However. as noted above, a synoptic wind from a warmer to a colder surface cau. if
the dr) patch is large enough, strengthen the horizontal temperature gradient. This can
enhance the frontal forcing at. the downwind patch boundaries. This affect is presem in
Exp.3. and was reflected in the rainfall distribution of Exp. Sw.
To emphasize this point. Figure S provides a comparison of triggering variable resvll s
obtained on the upwind and downwind side of the dry patch in Exp. 3. IT shows _],.a_
the background had a detrimental effec_ on the triggering variables on the upwind side
of the patch (the westward (left) side). This is because a s)noptic wind direction flom a
colder to a warmer surface weakens the horizontal temperature gradient. Thus. the set
of triggering variables obtained over a individual patch can depend upon the direction
and magnitude of the background wind. \VewiIlshow that it is useful to incIudes,:ch
infc)rmation in a parameterization of moist convection.
3.3.2 Impact of Surface Forcing, Atmospheric Stability. Specific Humidity,
and Latitude
In Exp. 5. we examined the impact of the soil moisture gradients upon _he triggering
variables !Fig. 9!. The changes in soil moisture of _he dry and we_ pa:cl_es affected
the horizontal contrast in surface sensible hea_ fluxes, and subsequem vertical. _urbub._l
_ransfer of heat and moisture tnot shown). This led Io relatively less robust meso>(ale
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circuiations than in Exp. 1 (the control experiment,. an,-!a decrea.sein t}i(_ n'.,aenir_l,h,
of" :he triggering variables. These variables decreased roughly_. I>ropor',iona. Lxl_ wiril _
dec:'ease in the standard deviation of the surface sensible hea_ fluxes (not _hown. kvlL_
tl a/. (1995b) also found a similar relationship between the mesoscale heat fluxes and the
standard deviation of the surface sensible heat flux.
In Exp. 6. we increased the atmospheric stability of the sounding. The t_ew sounding,,
was :ypical of a summertime day' with strong subsidence occurring within a strong high
pressure system. This impacted both the surface fluxes and atmospheric turbulent fluxes.
reducing the depth of the vertical mixing when compared to Exp. 1. The change in
stability strongly effected the vertical depth of the triggering variables.
.Moreover. the magnitude of tc_ obtained in Exp. 6 was much less than obtained in
Exp. 1. The variable too is highly sensitive to the turbulent convection, which depends
strongly on the stabilit\. However. the vertical convergence of ttne heat fluxes determi_e_
the vertical structure of O_ and q_. Here. these fluxes converged over a more shallow laver
than in Exp. 1. Thus. 0o and qo were affected less by the change in stability titan _<,.
The percentage change in the initial profile of the domain average specific humidity.
c}. was simply proportional to the change in q_ (Exp. ri..Moreover, the change in r} led
to a decrease in the sensible heat fluxes from both dry and wet patches, which had a
neaa',i\'e impact on the development of mesoscale circu'.a_ions. Thus. the cha_ae in
also affected the magnitude of the ver_ica! profiles of _z' and 0:: each was smaller _ha,,_
in Exp. 1.
The change in latitude had relatively little effect, on the triggering variables I Exps. $
and 9'1. The patches were too small to allow for a significant impact of the Coriolis force
on _he triggering variables.
3.4 Relationship between Triggering "variables and Moist Pro-
cesses
Above. we showed that the vertical depth and magnitude of the triggering variables
corresponded to the intensity of rainfall over patches of different sizes. \\e did so l,v
con=paring profiles of the triggering variables from simula:ions withou_ mois_ procos,_._.
and surmised that the results oblained in those simu]a:ions would app/5 _,; siii_ula_i<,_,>
whh moist processes. Yet. it is useful _.o look in more de:nil a_ xhe relation,,hip }7,et\_e(-_
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rainfall and the triggering variables.,1singresults from sim_l]ationswith moist proces>_._.
\Ve can provide further support for the previousconclusions,aswell asemphasizeact,ti-
_ionalparticularsof this relationship. To timit the lengthof the discussion,weshowc,nlv
vertical profilesof qo.
The growth and decay in the vertical profiles of % corresponded quite well wi,_t_
the growth and dissipation of rainfall in each experimenl (Fig. 10). Similar results w<-,,
obtained for tt'o and (_o tnot shown). In addition, the time-scale of the triggering variable,
obtained over Patch #2 and #.5 in Exp. 4w were much less than Exp. "2. Similarly. rainfali
grew and decayed more quickly over these patches than over larger patches.
_ _" _hort enough _o lead to aIn addition, the time scales over Patch _o and -7-o were
growth of q:,. its dissipation, and then regrowth of qo {Fig. 10c. d_ over these palches, hi
contrast, the growth and dissipation of the triggering variables over the larger patctL,_
took longer than over the smaller palches. Similarly. the rainfaiI occur,,ed over lh_,_ _
patches for a longer time period than over the smaller patches.
Figure 11 shows that the triggering variable qo grew in size more quickly than i:s
counterpart on the upwind side of the dry patch (Exp. 8w). The differences in q:, oMained
on the upwind and dowin wind side of the dry patch corresponded with differences in
rainfall shown in Fig. 3b on each side of this patch.
Prior to the formation of moist convection, the _rigger function variables are asso,i-
ated with mesoscale circular, ions _ha._ are forced soled by _he land surface pa_ches..*fie:
the formation of moist convection, however, these circulations can be extensively modified
by moist convection, e.g.. by cloud shading of the surface, and evaporative cooling along
the sea-breeze-fronts (Lynn et al., 1998). A comparison of Figures 10 and 11 with Figs 6
and 7 show the impact of these processes on the triggering variables..Moreover. _urbulen:
processes occurring within clouds can transfer heat and moisture upwards into middle
troposphere. These proceses also a.ffec* the vertical profiles of the triggering \ariab]es.
Cloud shading also weakens the forcing on the developing mesoscaie ci"cu]aTiol_.
However. evaporative cooling coum, eracts, in par_. the impacl of cloud sl_ading on ;he
developing circulations (Lynn el aL. 199511. It also accelerates the mo\en-_en_ of ,l_c
fron_s inward towards the center of the dry patch. Thus. mesoscale circu]a_i<,ns affeclecl
"w
b\ mois_ processes have a shorter time-scale than _hose unaffected by mois_ process<->.
A more _horough discussion of ,his issues is beyond the scope of this paper.
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3.5 Budget Equations
\Ve analyzed the budget equations _2sing the data se_ describe,:! il). the Api_endix. Tile
Appendix describes how the modeled data were separated into mesoscale , o') and large-
eddy (o") perturbations. \Ve did not obtain o"' from that modeled data because the
resolution of this data was much bigger than the horizontal ]ep,_th scale of these edctie_.
Note. the model's parameterization for turbulence represents sin, all eddy processes, and.
of course, a proportion of the unresolved exchange due to large eddies. Coli\el'se]v. large
eddy fluxes calculated with the filtered fields might include contributions from small
eddies.
Because we are unable to obtain the small eddy perturbations, we have a simplified
budget equation for o_.
8g'o_ &i,o' 8t_'o"
9: O: _):
0_'_o &"O &."$
__ -,.J- __
/): 8-- 8: t Ib
8w_o, 8_" o' 8u" o z 8w" o' _)_'"o" i)w'" o'"
8z O: O: 8: _ 8.: 4- #): ![19J
< 8_',o, " 8_ " "\ 8u'"'o'"I ,oo=i,-( I ,o
where the overline indicates a 1Reynold's average over the time- and -spatial scale of
the small eddies. ,Note. the 1Reynolds assumption implies that the fluxes 5'o'". u'"'o.
w'o'", tr'"o', and w"d" = 0. A test of these equalities is not formally presented here.
and is left for interested parties. However, we note that the parameterized turbulent
fluxes were large only in the lowest part of the PBL. This suggests that the cross terms
described above are indeed small above the lower PBL. and tha_ the calculated large-eddy
perturbations do indeed represent the large-eddy variables that might occu, eT_st_u.
Fig. 12 shows the vertical profiles of various terms in the budget equation, ob_a!ned
in Exp. 3. \Vechose Exp. 3 because it used the observed sounding (with the u wiudi.
which is. perhaps, more typical than a light-wind case. In the }-,udget equations, there
arc a number of fluxes for which parameterizations do no_ \e_ exist. '_et. _here is a :.,_ect
*o develop a parameterization for oi_]\ u'"-:;r_' and u'"q -_'. These te,ms are tlJe \e:_caJ
t,anspor_ of the mesoscale *emperature and moisture by the turbulent wi_jd. New i,a-
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rameterizationsfor other [erl_lsnot pre\'iously describedin the ii*erature ',verefound I_o_
to be required, e.g.. u"_'----_. _eca >e these terms were relati\eh small.
These results can be explained through an anahsis of Figure 13. which shows l}le
vertical profiles of the mesoscale and large-eddy perturbations obtained in Exp. 3. I)
is for a "'triggering"" parcel moving upwind (east-to-west}. witi_ an upwi:;d moving ,ea-
breeze-like front.. The data were averaged over the time period 10 - 14 LST. Q_:ite simpl._.
u'" >> u". while _)" << 8'. and q" << q'.
Figure. I4 shows the vertical profiles of the fluxes in the budget equa,,mn._, but for
those obtained in Exp. 8w. A careful examination of this figure suggests the fol]owing:
i') Both _ and w"q '-p again contribute most significantly to the triggering of moist
convection, ii) The vertical structure of these curves remained relative!v unchanged.
thus. we can develop a single parameterization for both u'"_ 7 and w"¢'-. :hat _.;hou_,:i'
work prior to and during the formation of clouds, iii) Both _P and _.,,g,-v,._'force
the vertical transport of heat and moisture within the cloud, ix) These "erms. which
represent the vertical transport of the turbulent potential temperature and moisture, can
be parameterized using conventional cumulus cloud parameterizations. Table 5 shows a
listing of terms that occur in the budget equations. It also shows which of these tern>
are required to obtain the vertical profiles of 6_ and q,.
The results obtained above were found t.o apply _o olher experiments >:'oduced a>
part of this work. Therefore. we believe the conclusions reached to be valid for ini)ia]
conditions other than those examined here. Note. we do not show in an\ of our figures
the fluxes (w'8'"). (u'"'ct"'). or _. _ but these contributed significantly to the
vertical profiles of 8o and qo within the surface laver and lowest 100 or so meters of the
PBL. Nor. do we show the vertical profiles of .5'e or 5'v. Each should be obtained as a
residual of the cloud parameterization.
3.6 Parameterization
\Ve made a thorough examination of model results obtained in _he previous experiments.
\Ve concluded that the method suggested by Lynn _l a[. !'199.5t)! should be u>ed to ob_aiI_
parameterizations for the needed _erms. The reason being t ha_ _he parame:e:ized fluxes
Cand _-7_') have a time-scale differen_ than lhe )urbulent fluxes. Thus. _c, :'ea!is_icaliv
describe the evolution of the fluxes requires a prognostic equation for them. rather _ha:_
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a diagnostic relationship betweenthem and the surface and atmosphericl forcing. \\<,
applied Buckingham Pi theo:v to obtain the dimensionIessnumbersfor the l)arameT,,ri-
_R,q'zation /Stu!l. 1 =_.
A Chebvshev polynomial has been used To describe the vertical structure of the fol-
lowing dimensionless numbers:
ttaQ9 I"
D2 1
u_, - ,f(t. f _@ q I
_.at qt;
l'B__ (22)
'-'_"'q'" f(_:, uo)q
(23 '_
\Ve then obtain the coefficients of the polxnomials for each from a prognostic equation
dC_.
- o _.D1 D: - c:_._. i24,
d_
where a_. and 3_ are empirical parameters deduced from the experimental (numerical i
data. set. and r is linearh related to the time of day 1.
The coe_cients are determined by solving numericalh Eq. 24 in two steps, using a
'time-splitting'" technique (e.c.. Pielke. 1984). In the first step. intermediate coefficienls
c[. are calculated using an explicit scheme.
c'_,- - _St) = c_(r) + _ro;.D1D_ 2:') j
and in the second step. the ca- are calculated using an analytical solution:
ca.i7 - ,St) = ck( r + __r)e (a_&) 26 )
To represent the residual impa,:: of the heat fluxes on _he PBL. D_ as an e-folding *ime
tt (.a ,,¢e_ w" 9 'of Three hours..Note, we have a sel of three c_. q.. ,. and c a. . as well as a set of
_ ,."_' ,,"v' \Ve refer to only one 3a.. wherethreea_, which areaa., a_ .and o a. .
1.
3a. - ('27)
10800.x °.>
Here. x=R L.
The dimensionless number D: consists of:
u'"'O'"
DI-
.f(t, to)O (:2S
1T
while D: is:
D: = .f(R_. L) ,2!_i
The Appendix describes tile form of tile parameterization in more detail. Table 6 has a
listing and description of all variables used in the parameterization, and TaBle 7 ha, a
listing of the empirical coefficients a,..
\\e used model output so obtain the complete set of dimensionless p._lmI,ers. Tlw
sensiti_itv of the dimensionless numbers, including the fluxes and mesosca]e \ertiral
velocitv, to changes in surface and atmospheric variables was similar to that obtained for
the mesoscale heat fluxes by Lynn el al.. 1995b. The reader is referred to their work for
more details. Instead. weon]y present Fig. 17 and 1S. which shows the vertical profiles
of D_. D_p. and DTp from the model output and The parameterization for each.
These figures demonstrate the abilit\ of the parameterization to represent 1he sen-
siti\'itv of the model results. However. the magnitude of tile fluxes obtaine,:t were ]e_s
than simula:ed by the model. This is because of the non-linearitv of the fluxes (Lt'" varie_
chaoticall\ in time). Still. the parameterization captured the most important features of
the observed data set: i) the dependence upon patch size. ii) background wind. iii) sta-
bility, and ix") specific humidity. Other cases from The experimental data are _Ot showlI.
}_ut were independently t.est.ed to insure that the parameterization for earh variable is
rol)ust.
4 Summary and Conclusion
A set of relatively high resolution three-dimensional (3D) simulations were produced to
investigate the triggering of moist convection over heterogeneous land surface domail_s.
This moist convection was triggered by mesoscaJe circulations generated })\the ]andscal,e
heterogeneity. \Ve found that a monotonic (linear) relationship exists between The /oc_1/
accumulated rainfall over mdivictva/patches and the size of these patches, but not l}le
domain accumulated rainfall and domain averaged patch size. Thus. we suggest thai cu-
mulus parameterizations and lheir lrigger functions for heterogeneous landscapes should
be applied over multiple, individual patches within the domain, rather thai1 lo a si:,o_]e_.
patch of average size.
An appropriate set of triggering \ariables for this triggering function cousists of _}_e
1$
\-eilicai profiles of vertical velocity, r<:_perature, ailiaI nloisture, for parcels lI_oving ai_,_,_,
sea-breeze Iike fronts associated witi': landscape generated mesoscale circ,,llaviol_s. \V,,,
_u_e_t a simple trigger function usi:i_ r.hese variables, which u_e_ the " " ' descri _,,_d
_ 1)rlncii)_es
by Fritsch and Chappell (1980) and Rogers and Fritsch (t996).
The triggering function variables were found to be sensitive to the sue'face contrast_
in sensible heat flux. atmospheric stability, initial profile of atmospheric n_oisture, a1_,:]
moist ,cloud)processes. They were relatively insensitive to latitude, bu_ showed _ila_
background wind couid impact the magnitude of the triggering variables, as well a.s
create important differences between triggering variables over individual patches. \Ve
noted that the evolution of the trigge:ing variables prior to and during the developm<_t
of moist convection described quite we'll the local distribution of rainfall over patches.
\Ve derived budget equations for _ and qo. These equations contain <on_rihuriv_
flom mesoscale and turbulent fluxes, as well terms such as tL'"_7_ and u"'q "7_', which reine-
sent the turbulent vertical flux of the zuesoscale temperature and moisture perturbatiol_.
respectively). 'vVe used a Fourier transform to filter the data. and obtain a distribution
of mesoscale and turbulent perturbations. Using this new data set. we then calculated
the various terms in the budget equations, and determined that _ and _'"q'_ I-_eed
to be parameterized to close each iespectiveequation. Quite interestingly, parameteri-
zations developed for cases without cicmds shou]d also apply to cases wi_l_ c]ouds, si_,:_'
the vertical structure of these terms :emained retati\eI\ unchanged by moist p,'ocesse-.
It might be interesting to the reader to note that the grid-scale mesoscale fluxes are
also insensitive to phase transitions. Therefore, the parameterizations developed by Lynn
et al. (1995b) and Zeng and Pielke ,!99.5) should also apply as given for both dr\ and
moist regimes.
As noted, a linear relationship was _,btained between rainfall and patch _ize. Pe"i:aps.
if moist convection had occurred late: in the simulation, the relationship found x',o:.ai,J
have a more exponential shape i increasing non- linearly upward with increasing pa_c]j
sizel. This is because non-linear ad\ective affects become more important relative _o
linear processes as mesosca]e circuIa:ions develop and move inward over *he doIuaii_.
.Xloreover. we would expect lhat lhe' :>aximum rainfa'_i would occur for palcl_ sizes ecua]
_o the local radius of deformalion (e.3'.. Lynn et a/.. ]!,q<i The sizes of pa_cile., simulated
here were all less than the local radius.
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\Ve t'sed similarity [heorv to paranleterize_;' and _' and u". The impor_atlT
variables that were }ncorporat.edinto a parameterizationare the pa:ch size.(and l,,,a]
radius of deformation). _radient in the surface sensible heat fluxes, the background wind.
planetary boundary ]aver height, and planetary boundary laver atmosl_heric pote]l_ia]
temperature and specifc humidit\. These variables were used to develop empirical r_la -
rionships between them. the fluxes, and the mesoscale vertical velocit\.
Final]\. the development and dispensation of data sets such as FIFE and LBA can
provide additional evaluation and refinement of the parameterizations suggested in this
work.
5 Appendix
5.1 Filtering the Modeled Data
To analyze the budget equations, we needed to obtain from the modeled data _he
mesoscale and turbulent fields. Observations suggest that turbulent eddies have horizon-
tal length scales of about 1 - 1.5 times the boundary laver height (Hardy and Otters_en.
1969: I<onrad. 1970: Kaimal eta/.. 1976: Caughey and Palmer. 1979: Taconet and \Vei]l.
19531. Ir ;_ a simple task to calculate the boundary laver height, a::d tlJen ot)tai:_ rI_e
appropria:e wavenumber for filteri1:g the data. Nole. Table S contains a summa:v _,f
definitions used in this section and elsewhere in this paper.
\Ve calculated the boundary laver height across the domain and used the maximum
boundary layer height to obtain a filtering wavenumber for the mesoscale fields. \Ve
then examined the vertical profiles of the triggering variables obtained after assuming
that turbulent eddies have wavelength from 1.5 1;o 3.5 (in increments of 0.5) times _l_,e
boundar\ laver height ,H i. The dislribution of the atmospheric fields were most sens:' i_e
to filt.ering in the range of \alues 1.5// - 2.511. However. the distribution of the fil_e:e_l
/ields did not change vet\ much when we used a wavelength of 3.0H or 3.5//. This implies
That when we used. for example, a wavelength of 3.0 times the boundary layer height.
that ibis \aiue enabled a filtering of the large-eddies from the modeled data. lea\'ine :]_e
r:._esoscale fields.
-Io support rE, is supposition, wedid a spectral ana.lvsis Fig. 15). using _he domaii:>
shown in Fig. '2. This anaI\sis revealed that the dominant spectral e::ergy (in _iiv _,.-
2O
wiu,i fie!d. ,;o:'respor.dst,)_he ".'.ave:_l:_nberof the sln'faceforcing. For exautl)le, p,-'a]<s
in _he power specrru::l occm'red. %: example, for waven_rnl)er 4 (_.F.- Patch = :_: _,
:_2 km dry-wet patch couplett and :vavenumber 7 iPa_ch _.5: a 1S km couplet_ _Io<
import am:v a simulation of very small patches (.._ 0.2.5 ran: Domain 4,. produced al_
energy spectrum with wavelengths smaller than abou_ 10 kin. The ene,'g.v associa:,-,d
with waveiengths greater _han i0 kin. was mesoscale-kinetic ene:.'gv IAvissar and ('h<l.
I!*!-t3_ Ir corresponds to theser ofmesoscaleperturba_ions deri\ed from _he in i_ial,:lala
set. In contrast, turbulent kinetic energy occurred in association with wavelengths h,ss
than 10 kin. This energy corresponds with the large eddy perturbations. Note. the
scale-separa_ion between the two regimes depends upon patch size.
Based upon the prior anahsis, we adopt a waveleng_-h of 3.OH to filter the data. Tl_e
value of 3.(ill obtained from ou, simulations differs from the range 1H - 1.5H sugge<ed
]:,v observa:!ons. This ;< because zhe model simulatious _sed a relari\elv coarse reso]_:;io_
_o resolve _he tu,bulent fields. As noted, the smallest eddies that the model could resolve
with a minimum of two grid-elements corresponded to a wavelength of .500 m. This i>
much larger than the typically observed wavelength for the small eddies.
Figure !6 shows an example of filtered atmospheric fields obtained in Exp. 3. The
mesoscale horizontal wind (t,'t. po_e,tria] temperature (#'i!- and specific humidity fiel,J_ ,,.,'
corresponded \er\ weIi with observations of sea-breezes and sea-breeze-like circu]atio_-
producedw!:hmesosca!emodels,_.5.. Finkeleet al.. 1994: Lynn e: o/.. 199.5a). Howew-,r.
the model s!mulated vertical wind field was "'contaminated" by the buoyancy forcin,z a,-
sociated w!rh turbulent motions. After filtering in space (and time) the modeled vertical
velocity field, we could not obtain a meaningful mesoscale vertical velocity field. Fo" _his
reason, we do not show this field in Fi_. 16.
Instead. we note that the hydrostatic assumption applies when the ra_io of _he ve:"_i,'a]
_o _he hor!zonta! length scale of _he circulation is equal to or less than one IPieike.
19841. Thus. we believe it justified ro assume that the derived mesoscale fields were
h\ d_o.,._a_c..Moreover, the mesoscale vertical vetocilv field obtained from the mesoscale
horizontal v.ind fusing the contirmi_v equation) corresponded weI] wi_h resuhs obrai:_,,,J
from mesoscaie models and ob_air.ed ]::directly _hrough _he use of ob>e:va_io_ts. X\e ,,,_,"
this derived field in Fig. 16!). arid c_,b_ain the vertical \elocir\ in al! expe,imen_s fro::" :il,.
corn inui_ \ e:nua.tion.
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.-_ describedpreviousl.v.Fig. i3 showsvertical profilesof tile mesoscaleand _:i:],_l-
lent perturbations obtained for the triggering parcels in Exp. 3. The relativeh :'oi,u_
mesoscale perturbations occurred in this experiment because of the contrast in turI, u-
lent transport between the dry and wet patches, and horizontal and vertical a d\ectio_
associated with the mesoscale circulations. In contrast, turbulent, large eddies formed
because of buoyancy forcing• Near the ground, the difference between these eddies ai/cl
their surroundings was relativeh small. Hence. the magnitude of their perturbation.,_ near
the ground was relatively small compared to the rnesoscale perturbations. In the upper
PBL large eddy thermals are relatively cool and moist when compared to entraining air
from the capping inversion from above the mixed laver. This entrainment generated more
significant turbulent eddy perturbations in the upper PBL than occurred in the lower
PBL.
For the purposes of the anal\sis, we also obtained the turbulent. ]a,,.o_e eddy fi,,]cls.
For bre\it\', these are no_ shown. However. o" = o_ - o'.
5.2 Equations for Parameterization
The dimensionless number. D: is defined as follows:
III II!
_Xw t9
.fi t. t_ _9
The dimensionless variable Au'"'6'" is used to represent the relative forcing by the land
surface. The bigger it is. the stronger this forcing. It increases with the growth in the
difference in sensible heat flux between patches, but decreases when /.' > {_.
The function .f(U.[o) is defined for two types of parcels: those moving with the
prevailing wind (.f((', {'_ i i and those mo\ing against the prevailing wind i.f_ { {-e To
obtain .f({ (_} we first define the ratio of ( to U _ wt_ere _ is the backe,ound wi_,,J
s, ° 5, ' -
and (_ is a constant = 1.0 m s -x
x _ = -- '3I
o
Then. for parcels moving with the prevailing wind:
.fi[ { _ = rlm s-lj
- [IlTI S-:_
•fb( ( "_.,i = _,,.:.rls,__,
/ < (,,
l•>- _7
"7)O
To obtain .f(/_'./_"_ l. we also define the ratio of U to t _ ,',here ( i _'varies as a f,.:iJ_'l ioI_
of patch length. To obtain this functional relationship, we made additional sin:u'.ali_',<
wire Domain 1 (Table 3_. In one case. a sea-breeze-like fron: was nearly s_ationa:v over
the downwind side of the dr) patch. Here. the background wind (in the PBL) was abou_
4 m s -_. .klost imeresringly, d_e vertical velocity of the vertical wind perturbariotJ aT
thi_ stationary front _prior _o the convergence of the fronts , was most robust c,.-:an\ ;,','
the :imulations. Bechtold _t el. (19!)1'i discuss the reasons why stationary sea i,:eezc,
produce the most robust vertical velocities. To simpli_' the application of their results
to the parameterization, we simply assume that ('o = 6.25E-5 s-lL (= 4 m s -1 for
Domain 1). The dependence of Uo on patch size allows for the impact of t,i:!c,_flent
mixing on the horizontal gradient in temperature. Thus. we have:
3" _ -- ! .).)
.9
For parcels moving a_ainst the prevailing wind:
i 3-I
- hm s-"l I _ > _ "
For D:. we define ,i:e variable .r as:
.F = m
L
and 0 _< .Co _< 1 Note. the variable Ro is a local radius of deformation (see L\nn el
al.. 1998). The frictional dissipation variable in the equation for Ro was determined to
be three-hours from an examination of the mesoscale kinetic energy obtained with the
cumulus ensemble model.
For all c2.
D2 = .r_ sin (1..STz°'333 /
/
i:{(;J
d, = __ sin (1.57a _°'6°)
d: .r_, sin (1 "- o _',_-_
-_- .O I _ ' )
d3 = X °'5
t_,ll _i-'P
For cA.
2:3
dl =,r_,sin (1..57,r °'2_)
d2 = x_ cos (1.57v/x)
d3 = _ _i, (1.._7. _o._)
d4 = d2
d 5 _ d 3
,37
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List of Figures
Fig_n'e 1" Atmospheric sounding obtained from the Convective and Precil)i_ation Eh_c-
trification Experiment (CAPE). !a) Skew-T diagram of temperature and dewl)oii_l
tb) profile of the initial, u component of the background wind.
Figure 2: Distribution of land surface domains in some of the numerical experiment-.
Figure 3: Cross-sectional plots of rainfall versus time obtained in (a) Exp. lw. b_
Exp. Sw. (c). Exp. 4w, (d) and Exp. llw.
Figure 4: Total accumulat.ed rainfall \ersus patch size for the dry patches listed in Table 4.
Exps. lw- 7w.
Figure .5: The \erricaI profiles of the triggering \ariables obtained after averaging over
square areas, centered at the location of the maximum moisture perturbation on _he
downwind side of the dry patch in Exp. 3. The label of each curve is the size of the
square parcels with units of km 2 The parcels represented were located along _he
sea-breeze like fronts over the dry parch.
Figure 6: \ertical profile of w . (9.... and qo obtained in Exp. i and Exp. '2 i for Ia :,ele, t
patches in Fig. 2. Domain :31. The data presented represent the average of profiles
obtained from 10 - 14 LST.
Figure 7: Same as Fig. 6. but for Exp. 3 and Exp. 4 (for labeled patches), obtained on
the downwind side of each dr?' patch.
Figure S: Same as Fig. 6. bur for the triggering \ariables obtained on the upwind _ich,
and downwind of the dr\ patch in Exp. 3.
Figure 9: Same as Fig. 6. but for Exp. 1 and the sensitivity experiments described iIl
Table 3 _the number ou each curve corresponds ro the number of the exl)erimel_ in
Table 3i.
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Figure i0: \ertical profile o[qo obtained in Exp. lw arid 4",vaveragedo\er four }lo,u']\
periods.Thesehour1\-periodsal'e: lat 10 - I1 LST. and qi_ ll - 12 LST. !ic, ]'2 -
13 LST. and (dl 13 - 14 LST. The arrow indicate_ th_ approximato hieght of lhe
cloud base.
Figure 1t: Same a,s Fig. 12. but for the triggering variables on the upwind side alJd
downwind of the dr\ _)atch in Exp. Sw.
Figure 12: Vertical profile of (a) heat and (b) moisture fluxes obtained in Exp. 3. The
vertical convergence of these fluxes ( not shown) contributes to the time rate of change
of _9_ and qo. The labels on the profiles in (a) correspond as follows: (1 ii u'-:_0'p. (2)
_. (3) _. i-_., _. (.-3) ,',_'_,/.'"'_ and (6) _ t"_ "6)"" ., The labels on _he profiles
in (b, are as follows: _1_ u"c/*-' t2) u'"q r;v ¢3t ,,"q'_. I4, r,"' :;r, , ,
........... q . !51 _ q' and It;)
I! II ' --_
:u' q The o indicates an average over the area of the parcel. Moist processes were
turned off in this experiment.
Figure 13: Mesoscale ,:mesol and turbulent (turb) perturbations obtained in Exp. 3 %r
the triggering parcel on the downwind side of the dry patch. The data shown were
_he average of these perturba*ions obtained between 10 and 14 LST.
Figure 14: Same as Fig. !2. bul for Exp. 8w. :Moist processes were turned on in 1his
experiment.
Figure 15: Power spectrum anah'sis of the u component, obtained in experiments using
the domains indicated (see Fig. "2). Simulations were produced using _he obsem_d
sounding, with a light background wind f0.5 m s -1). The data were averaged over
1"2 hours of simulavion.
Figure 16: Vertical wes,-to-east cross section of mesoscale perturbation fields obtained
at ]3:00 LST in Exp. 3. Note. the derived mesoscale pertu"bations were indepeudent
of g. or the north<o-so_lth direction. The dry patch was located from 32 _o 96 k_.
3O
Hi,,_.1T: \'ertical profilesof the triggeringvariablesobtaiuedfrom modelsim,_!a,ion _'e_]_
between12 - 14 LST _Ieft side)and 1(_- I8 [.ST ,:right sidel fro_ll _xi)eriment_
indicated by numberon curve.
Fig. IS: Vertical profilesof the Triggeringvariablesobtained from the parameterizati_m
between !2 - 14 LST (tef_side) and 16 - 1S LST (right sidet from experimeur_
indicated by numberon curve.
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List of Tables
Tai,ie1: Mode]inpul paraln(-'lers used for liunl(,rica] siillu]ai ions (Numl,cr: i_ l>arcl_ l,,'>,'-
refer to simulations wit 11moisl processes "'t urned ol_.'"
"F t 11la -_e "2: Land characterislics used for l lie numerical sinmlalions.
lai,le 3a: Description of mode] exl)erimenls wilh nloisl processes luril,.,1 <m. 1I_,' :'
component of t.he wind was sel equal 1o 0.
Table 3b: Description of model experiments with moisl processes turned off. Tile _'
component of the wind was sel equa] 1o 0.
Tab]e 4: Rainfall versus average palch size and largest patch size. Exps. 1w Exp. 7w w<c
each produced using a lighl background wind. Exps. 5w 11w were produced usille
_he observed (west-to-east) background wind. The correlation coefficien_ for average
patch size versus rainfal] for Exps. lw - Exp. 7w was 0.32. while the correlation
coefficient belween the biggest palch size and rainfa]t was 0.45. For Exps. Sw 11w.
the correlation coefficient between the average pal ch size and rainfall was 0.77.
while the correlation coefficie]ll between lhe biggcsl palch size and rail_fa]] was 0.7_1
_in lhese two sets. the range of the rainfall was rc]alivelv small).
Table 5: Budget equations l,el"nl.s. All _\" in the appropriale column indicat.es lhal the
corresonding t,erm needs *o be included in its par',icular budgel equation. A x/in-
dicat.es that an appropriale parameterization needs to be developed for thai lern_"
otherwise, parameterizations exist for that lerm ht lhe literature. The o _' indical('s
an average over the area of the triggering parcel, oo = o-7_) + 7 a'p. The varial:,le o'
represents the mesoscale field obtained after a fihering of the high resolution dal_.
The varia.b]e 0" represents the large eddy turbu]enl field obtained as the residual _,f
the filtered and origina] fie]ds.
Ta],le 6: Variables required for parameterization. An analysis of the mesosca]e ki]wlic
energy showed thai ii had an e-folding time of 3 hours (This e-folding lime is used
_o calculate Ro).
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-I-al:,]e7a: Constants requiredfl)r the t7 _'.
]able 7b: Constants required for 1he tv"(J '_.
Tal,]e 7c: Constanls required for lhe w"q ip.
'l_l:}]e S: Miscellaneous Definitions of Variables (H is lhe planelary 1,c,11_darv l_,\_'v
height).
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Table 1: Model inpul parametersusedfor mullerh'a] simula:i(ms(Nun]l,('r> i_tl,aI_'li-
_he_-e'srefer to simu]alions wi_h ]noisl processes"'lurned on."
('orMitioT_ I c.,'uf
Day of lhe Year
Lalitude
lnitializal ion time
Integration time step
Simulation length
Height of l he atmosphere
Number of verlical grid element.s
Vertica] Grid 1Resolm ion (SI retched)
Lateral Boundary Conditions
Horizonlal Grid Reso]ulion (Fixed)
.]1:2", 27
('_ &. 111.
5s
1:2 hr
10 km 20 kin)
30,50)
90 - 500 m
Periodic
2.50 :, 22.50 m 2
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Table 2: Land characlerislics usedfor the mnncrical si]nu]a_io]Js.
La77d ('l_ara('t( l'i._tic 1 alu(
Surface Roughness (m)
Surface Albedo
Surface Emissi\il v
Soil Texture
Soil Depth (m)
Root Zone D('])ltI (m t
Porosity (ram _ mm -1)
Field Capacity (nm_ :_mm -:_
Wilting Poim (ram 3 ram-3
Slope of Retenlion Curve
Saturated .Malric Polenlia] cm)
Saturated Hydraulic Conduclivity (cm
Vegetation
Leaf Area Index
Minimum Slomatal Resistance (s/m
Maximum Slomata,l Resistance (s/m
Plant Critical \¥al,er Po_emial (m)
-7)
1.11
0.20
1.00
sandv-clax-loan_
10
1.60
0.404
0.298
0.137
(£77
-13.4.c_
4.45x10 -4
Tall. Broadleaf
and Needleleaf Trees
2.46
1.00
10.0
-200
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Table :3a' Descriplion of lllo&'l cxj,erinwnls wilh moisl ]nocesseslurTwd o_J.1-1,' ,"
conq)onemof the wind wassel ('qual _oO.
.\am_ Poich Si-_¢s ¢'L. k't,; .';'p, cia! ('oT_dilio,
Exl,. ]w
Exp. 2w
Exp. 3w
Exp. 4w
Exp. 5w
Exp. 6w
Exp. 7w
Exp. Sw
Exp. 9w
Exp. ]Ow
Exp. 1lw
(;4 (I)omai;j 1 i
40. 32
16. 24. 24.5 (Donmin 2)
7.5.4. 16.4. S. 20. -1 IDomain 3)
3<L<S
2<L<(;
0.25 < L < I (Domain 4)
64
16. 2-1. 24.5
40. 32
7.5. -1. 16. 4. S. 20. 4
Backgrom_d . wind a ('ouslalll
Background u wind a COllSlallI
Background u wind a conslanl
Background u wind a consta111
Background . wind a constal]l
Background _ wind a cor]slant
Background u wind a conslant
-1()..5 Ill-
0.5 11_
0.5 in s-1
-1(1.5 _
(I.5 _ -i
-I0.5 nl
0.5 m s -j
Observed u background wind
Observed u background wind
()l_ser\ed u background wind
Observed . background willd
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lal_k_31,: Descriplion of mode]_'Xl_erinle211.-wi_hmoisl ]_rc,essesImuwd off. Ill,' _
co]_Jl_O_wm of the win(] was s_'l cquai lo 0.
.\-.me Patch ,ffizrs (L. I,'.t , 5/.,'i.1 ('oT_dilic,.
EXl,. 1 64 (Domain 11
Exp. 2 7.5.-1. 16. 4, 8.20 (Domain 3}
Ex]}. 3 6-1
Exp. -1 7.5.-1. 16. -1. 8.20
Exp. 5 6-1
Exp. 6 6-1
Exp. 7 64
E×],. S 6-1
Exp. 9 64
Exp. _0
Exp. 11
Exp. 12
Exp. 13
6-1
6-1
16, 2-1. 24.5 Domain 2)
0.25 < L < I Domain -1)
Background , wind (1.5 m s -j
Background e_ wind (I.5 _Ii s -1
Observed
()l)serxed
Backgrou_ld wiu_l
background \Vi]l(1
0._1= 0.177 idry ]_a:chesl. 0,/= (}.257 !xxcl l_alct_,si
Background _, wind 0.5 in s -1
Increased s_at:,ililv by :3..5 1< 1000 nl -_
Background u wind 0.5 m s -1
Decreased c} lo 50(_ of ol,serv('d
Background , wind 0.:5 m s -_
Background
.50_'
Background
Observed (u) equals
Observed (u ! equals lwi('e l,ackground wil:d
Background u wind a conslai_l. 0.5 _ s -_
Background , wind a consla]_l. 0.5 _ s -j
]alilude
", wind 0.5 m s -_
]alitude
u wind 0.5 m s -1
one-half backgrou]ld wind
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Table4: Rainfall versusaveragepatch sizeand largestpatch size.Exps. lw - Exp. 7w
wereeachproducedusinga light backgroundwind. Exps. 8w - 1lw wereproducedusing
the observed(west-to-east) background wind. The correlation coefficient for average
patchsizeversusrainfall for Exps. lw - Exp. 7wwas0.:32,while the correlationcoefficient
betweenthe biggestpatch sizeand rainfall was0.45. For Exps. 8w- 1lw, . the correlation
coefficient betweenthe averagepatch sizeand rainfall was 0.77, while the correlation
coefficientbetweenthe biggest patch size and rainfall was 0.79 (in these two sets, the
rangeof the rainfall wasrelatively small).
Name Average Patch Size (kin) Biggest Patch Size Accumulated Rainfall (ram)
Exp. lw 64 64 1.35
Exp. 2w 36 40 1.28
Exp. 3w 21.5 24.5 1.31
Exp. 4w 9 20 1.48
Exp. 5w _ 4.5 -._ 10 1.33
Exp. 6w _ 3.0 _ 6 1.23
Exp. 7w _ 0.5 _ 1.0 0.98
Exp. 8w 64 64 1.1S
Exp. 9w 36 40 1.13
Exp. 10w 21.5 24..5 1.14
Exp. 11w 9 20 1.14
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Table 5: Budget equations terms. An X in the appropriate column indicates that the
corresonding term needs to be included in its particular budget equation. A x/indicates
that an appropriate parameterization needs to be developed for that term; otherwise.
parameterizations exist for that term in the literature. The _ indicates an average over
the area of the triggering parcel. Oo = _-P + _. The variable 6' represents the mesoscale
field obtained after a filtering of the high resolution data. The variable 4" represents the
large eddy turbulent field obtained as the residual of the filtered and original fields.
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Term Include Develop Paramctevir_alion
(w'O')
(_"o"> x
(_'"o'") x
w, Od_
w" O"w X
w" O'_° X
w, O,,_
w' " O-iap X
(w' q')
(_"q") x
<_'"q'") x
w, q,p
w" q "_ X
w"q _ X
w,q,_,
w"'q ''-'p' X
,/
,/
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Table 6: Variables required for Parameterization.
l :ariable Description Units
L
H
& uJ" Om
6)
Q
U
u2
°
tart
Length Scale of Patch m
Local Radius of Deformation km
Planetary Boundary Layer Height (for each dry patch) m
Gradient of Surface Sensible Heat Fluxes K m s -1
Grid-Scale (Mean) Planetary Boundary Layer Temperature K
Grid-Scale Specific Humidity
Background Wind m s -1
A function of patch size for parcels on upwind
side of dry patch m s -1
For parcels on upwind side of dry patch m s -1
time s
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Table 7a: Constants required for the w--__ .
t'ariable Value
c_1 80.3
c_2 -76.6
alpha3 -73.0
c_4 75.8
a5 20.2
Table 7b: Constants required for the w"O _.
Variable Value Units
Ctl 0.55
a_ -0.41
alpha3 0.20
a4 0.53
c_5 -0.42
Table 7c: Constants required for the w"q _.
Variable Value Units
al 32.1
a_ 20.8
alpha3 -31.1
a4 -26.5
c_5 21.9
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Table 8: Miscellaneous Definitions of Variables (H is the planetary boundary laver
height).
Variable Defir_ition
(_111
Grid-scale average over domain of regional model
Mesoscale perturbation (horizontal-scale > than 3H)
Large eddy perturbation (50 m < horizontal-scale _< 3H)
Small eddy perturbation (horizontal-scale _< 50 m)
Subgrid-scale perturbations obtained with GCE
Parcel value of qS; 4_s averaged over square area of parcel
Average of _ over square area of parcel
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200
300
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